Concerning the oxygenation velocity of the red blood cell KOYAMA and MOCHIZUKI (1969) and MOCHIZUKI (1966MOCHIZUKI ( , 1970 have revealed that this velocity is significantly influenced by measuring conditions, above all by convection around the red cell in a rapid flow measurement. On the other hand, according to recent morphological studies made by MIYAMOTO and MOLL (1968) the red cell changes its original biconcave shape to a cylindrical one during flowing through the pulmonary capillary. In addition, the convection of the blood plasma around. the red cell in the capillary is considered markedly different from that in the rapid. flow apparatus. Consequently, it has become necessary to measure the oxygenation velocity directly in vivo in the pulmonary capillary in order to ascertain the relationship between the oxygenation velocity and the O2 uptake rate in the lung. For determining the oxygenation velocity in vivo, however, the transit time of the red cell through the pulmonary capillary, namely, the contact time, must be measured. The contact time in turn can not be determined at the present time without measuring the CO pulmonary diffusing capacity (DL), the cardiac output and the reaction velocity of CO with the red cell. Thus, we attempted to determine
the single breath method the entire inspiration time has hitherto been included in the breath holding time.
When the inspiration time is prolonged, this treatment leads to a considerable error in the DL value. In order to eliminate this error a correction factor of the inspiration time was newly introduced to obtain the effective inspiration time. The correction factor was a function of the ratio of the residual capacity to the total alveolar gas volume and the ratio of DL to the flow rate of inspiration.
A nomogram was made for convenience to obtain the effective inspiration time.
Concerning the oxygenation velocity of the red blood cell KOYAMA and MOCHIZUKI (1969) and MOCHIZUKI (1966 MOCHIZUKI ( , 1970 have revealed that this velocity is significantly influenced by measuring conditions, above all by convection around the red cell in a rapid flow measurement. On the other hand, according to recent morphological studies made by MIYAMOTO and MOLL (1968) the red cell changes its original biconcave shape to a cylindrical one during flowing through the pulmonary capillary. In addition, the convection of the blood plasma around. the red cell in the capillary is considered markedly different from that in the rapid. flow apparatus. Consequently, it has become necessary to measure the oxygenation velocity directly in vivo in the pulmonary capillary in order to ascertain the relationship between the oxygenation velocity and the O2 uptake rate in the lung. For determining the oxygenation velocity in vivo, however, the transit time of the red cell through the pulmonary capillary, namely, the contact time, must be measured. The contact time in turn can not be determined at the present time without measuring the CO pulmonary diffusing capacity (DL), the cardiac output and the reaction velocity of CO with the red cell. Thus, we attempted to determine these three values as exactly as possible.
The DL has hitherto been measured to indicate grades of diffusion impairment in the lung. Because the single breath method elaborated by M. KROGH (1915) is rather simple and in addition because its accuracy has been improved by FORSTER et al. (1954) , the DL is accepted in clinics as one of the screening tests of the pulmonary function. As reported by FORSTER (1964) and other authors (BURROWS et al., 1960a, b; PIIPER and SIKAND, 1966) the DL is, more or less, influenced by the uneven distribution of pulmonary gas volume and perfusion. Thus, for quantitative measurement of the contact time it becomes absolutely necessary to make these influences as small as possible. When cardiac output is measured by the single breath method using nitrous oxide or acetylene gases (CANDER and FOSTER, 1959) , the values of cardiac output should also receive the above influences. The extent of the influences depends on the uptake rate or solubility of the gas used, therefore, even when the DL and the cardiac output are measured at the same time, these influences appear to differently in magnitude on both the measured values of the DL and cardiac output. However, the influences due to solubility are considered to be equalized to some extent by selecting appropriate breath holding time, and the influences on the contact time value which is evaluated from the ratio of the DL to the cardiac output are thought to be eliminated. The uptake rate of CO is in general different from that of other gases. Therefore, it becomes desirable to select the optimum, breath holding time as accurately as possible. Thus, we first studied the treatment of the inspiration time.
In the single breath method the DL has been evaluated according to the following formula:
where VA is the gas volume (STPD) of the ventilating alveoli, tb, the breath holding time, FACO0 and FACO, the CO concentrations in the alveoli at the outset andtime is counted from the beginning of inspiration, the actual alveolar CO concentration may become larger at the end of inspiration than the CO concentration presumed according to Eq. (1) by taking tb for the inspiration time, since the uptake volume of CO is more in the model case of Eq. (1) than in the actual inspiration process. In the DL measurement, however, the alveolar gas can not be sampled at the end of inspiration, thus, estimation of the initial alveolar CO concentration FACO0 by using He gas is indispensable. Therefore, to equalize the presumed alveolar CO concentration with the actual concentration at the end of inspiration a correction of the inspiration time, which should be included inthe breath holding time tb in the calculation of Eq. (1), becomes absolutely necessary. In the present study a correction factor for obtaining the effective inspiration time from the actual time was studied. When the test gas containing CO is inhaled, the CO-free gas filling the dead space of the airway is inspired into the alveoli, and a definite time t*, more or less, is required for the test gas to pass through the dead space. Let the volume of the dead space by VD and the flow velocity of the inspired gas be VI. Then, the transit time t* may be expressed as follows: When the alveolar CO concentration is abruptly increased to FACO0 at t=t*, the FACO at t=t0 is given according to Krogh's formula of Eq. (1) as follows:
The value calculated according to Eq. (6) shows the actual FACO expected at the end of inspiration time and is essentially smaller than the FACO0 of Eq. (8) which is calculated under the assumption that the inspiration is made so fast that theCO uptake during the course of inspiration may be disregarded. But it is greater than the value of Eq. (9), where the CO uptake is more than in the actual inspiration process. In order to obtain the true DL, therefore, the FACO of Eq. (6) should be inserted into the Krogh's formula of Eq. (1) as the FACO0, where the inspiration time must be entirely excluded from the breath holding time. However, since it is troublesome to calculate the FACO in each measurement by usuing Eq. (6), a simpler method to correct the breath holding time in Eq. (1) was considered, leaving the value of FACO0 unchanged. The actual FACO of Eq. (6) is greater than the presumed FACO of Eq. (9), therefore, in order to equalize them, inspiration time t0-t* in Eq. (9) is necessary to be corrected to a smaller value. In detail, when the corrected inspiration time is taken as tx, tx must satisfy the following. relation:
Therefore, for obtaining the true DL the actual inspiration time (to-t*) must be multiplied by the ratio of tx/(t0-t*) of Eq. (11). by Forster's method, which is shown by a line at 76%, and these decreased as the inspiration time was prolonged. However, FACO during the breath holding period becomes greater as the inspiration time was prolonged. The broken lines depicted in Fig. 1 were obtained by extrapolating the FACO curves in the breath holding period to the reversed direction. The intersections of these curves and the FACO0 line at 76% is located between t* and to, indicating that the actual inspiration time t0-t* is too long to evaluate the actual FACO value at the end of inspiration according to Eq. (9). Insofar as the FACO0 of Eq. (8) is used for evaluation of it, the inspiration time t0-t* in Eq. (9) should be shortened to the time intervals between these intersections and the end inspiratory time point, which will be referred to as the effective inspiration time. 
EVALUATION OF THE CORRECTION FACTOR

DISCUSSION
Concerning the error in the measurements the breath holding time, FORSTER et al. (1954) reported that this error was less than 1sec because the inspiration and expiration periods together took less than 2 sec. Insofar as the breath holding time was measured by recording the volume curve on a spirometer, First, from the measured He concentrations of inspired and expired gases the total alveolar volume VA, the dead space VD and the alveolar residual volume VR are calculated and then the ratio (VR+VD)/VA is obtained. Secondly, the provisional diffusing capacity DL is obtained without correction of the inspiration time, and the ratio of it to the inspiration rate Vr is obtained.
Thirdly, connecting two points on the(VR+ VD)/VA and DL/VI scales a line is drawn and extrapolated to the scale of tx/(t0 t*) ratio. This ratio is read from the intersection.
Finally, the transit time of inspired gas through the dead space t* is calculated by dividing the dead space by VI, and the effective inspiration time is obtained by multiplying the ratio on the tx/(t0-t*)
by the time interval t0-t*, where to is the actual inspiration time.
the time could be measured with an accuracy on the order of 0.1 sec, and the sampling time during expiration also was measured with the same accuracy. However, as for the inspiration time, even when accurate measurement could be made by spirometry, the entire inspiration time should not be included in evaluation of the breath holding time. When the inspiration time is about 2sec, the difference between the effective and actual breath holding times may be 0.7sec or thereabouts, as shown in Fig. 2 , which actually corresponds to 7% of the 10sec period of breath holding. Recently, TAKAHASHI (1970) found that the inspiration time was distributed around 2sec and the effective breath holding times which were obtained by the use of the nomogram of Fig. 4 were shorter by about 0.7 sec than the actual. Thus, even though the CO concentration could be measured within an error of a few percent, the error due to the breath holding time exceed, this error range, when the correction of the inspiration time is disregarded. This error is not too small to be ignored, when the physiological range of the membrane component of the DL is studied.
